Abstract-A new distance-enhancing code for partial-response magnetic recording channels eliminates most frequent errors, while keeping the two-step code trellis time invariant. Recently, published trellis codes either have lower code rates or result in time-varying trellises with a period of nine, thus requiring a higher complexity of detectors and code synchronization. The new code introduces dependency between code words in order to achieve the same coding constraints as the 8/9 time-varying maximum transition runlength (TMTR) code, with the same code rate, but resulting in a trellis that has a period of 2. This code has been applied to the E 2 PR4 and a 32-state generalized partial response (GPR) ISI target. The resulting two-step trellises have 14 and 28 states, respectively. Coding gain is demonstrated for both targets in additive white Gaussian noise.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
ONTEMPORARY magnetic recording channels use partial-response equalization with maximum likelihood (ML) detection to achieve a high density of recording bits. It was identified that at high levels of interference between recorded bits in partial response magnetic recording channels, the most common errors are produced by the failure to detect a sequence of three or more transitions [1] . The use of trellis coding increases the distance between codewords by introducing coding constraints that avoid the most common error events. This was first observed by Behrens and Armstrong [2] on the E PR4 channel by using 1, rate 2/3 RLL code, with a detector that matched the resulting trellis. This code increased the minimum squared error distance in the E PR4 channel of six to ten, producing a 2.2 dB coding gain. Karabed and Siegel [4] have characterized low-distance error events in the E PR4 channel and have shown that higher rate codes that achieve the same coding gain can be implemented. Several codes that eliminate dominant error events by coding constraints have been proposed [4] - [11] . The major disadvantage of these codes is that they either have a low code rate and a long burst error propagation or require the implementation of a time-varying Viterbi detector. This emphasizes the need for a higher rate code that allows for a stationary detector and has short error propagation.
A new trellis code that reduces the complexity of the detector by keeping its two-step implementation time invariant is presented here. It has the same distance-enhancing properties as the earlier proposed rate 8/9 time-varying maximum transition runlength (TMTR) codes, but it does not require a time-varying detector, and it limits burst error propagation caused by the two most dominant error events to two bytes. Section II analyzes the distance properties of higher order partial response channels and reviews the design and properties of distance-enhancing codes for magnetic recording. Section III describes the design of a new distance-enhancing code, while its implementation issues are covered in Section IV. Section V discusses the application of the new code to the E PR4 trellis and to a modified 11-level, 32-state target. Section VI contains performance comparisons and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. DOMINANT ERROR EVENTS IN HIGHER ORDER PARTIAL RESPONSE CHANNELS
By examining and characterizing dominant errors in partial response channels, it is possible to construct codes that enhance the minimum error distance for the channel. The procedure of constructing such codes consists of [3] , [11] a) determining a set of input error sequences that correspond to most probable error events in a particular channel; b) determining such a system of constrained sequences, that the difference between any two sequences in the set does not correspond to a minimum error distance set; c) constructing an efficient and practical encoder and a decoder for this constraint; d) designing a sequence detector that matches the channel and code constraints. For a number of partial response channels, dominant error events have been characterized. Error events (sequences) can be defined as the difference between recorded and detected data User data:
(1) Channel input:
(2) Channel output:
The channel output error sequence is equal to the input error sequence, convolved with the channel transfer function (4) The error event distance is defined as the Euclidean norm For the binary signaling alphabet, consisting of symbols 0 and 1, the error bits could be 1, 0, and 1, frequently shorthand noted as " ," "0," and " ." Using the results from [13] , the list of short-distance closed error events for the E PR4 channel is shown in Table I . The sequences inside the brackets (such as [ , ] ) can be repeated one or more times in the error sequence.
The closed errors of type 3 and 4 are caused by the detector's failure to recognize a sequence of four NRZI ones, which is frequently referred to as a quadbit. Therefore, elimination of quadbits in the code eliminates these types of errors. The errors of type 1 and 2 are due either to the existence of a quadbit or to the detector's inability to determine the position of a sequence of three NRZI ones (which is frequently referred to as a tribit), effectively shifting the start of the tribit by one. By limiting the start of a tribit to only odd or only even positions in the codewords, these errors can be eliminated. After applying these constraints, the single-bit error event (type 5) becomes dominant. Elimination of the dominant error events from Table I by coding constraints increases the minimum squared error distance in the E PR4 channels from six to ten.
Recently, several codes that eliminate the most common error events by coding constraints have been proposed for partial response signaling.
1) Maximum Transition Runlength Codes:
Behrens and Armstrong first observed that application of a rate 2/3, (1, 7) code on the E PR4 channel results in an increase of 2.2 dB in minimum squared error distance [2] . This coding gain could be obtained by using a detector matched to this code that conforms to the 1 constraint, thus achieving the matched filter bound (MFB) of the channel. The capacity of the 1 constraint is low, 0.6942 [12] , allowing a maximum code rate of 2/3. The rate 4/5 sliding block code [4] provided the same coding gain with a higher, but still small code rate. Maximum transition runlength (MTR) codes, proposed in [5] , eliminate all possible sequences of three or more transitions, which results in a low capacity of the code, up to rate 8:10. Other codes such as [7] and [8] allow for sequences of three NRZ transitions (NRZI tribits) at specific locations within each codeword that start at either odd-or even-numbered bits but not at both.
The rate 8/9 code, proposed in [9] , allowed for tribits at different positions within a codeword, which result in a mapping of 16 user bits to 18 bits of channel data. The code has a burst error propagation of four bytes, which is high for the three-way interleaving ECC configuration commonly employed in disk drives. 
2) Time-Varying Maximum Transition Runlength (TMTR)
Codes: Bliss [9] , Karabed, Siegel, andŠoljanin [11] and Fitzpatrick and Modlin [15] introduced an 8/9 block code that independently maps eight input bits into nine code bits with time-varying MTR constraints. This code limits the practical propagation of error to two user bytes. The constraint on the position of the tribits is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The tribits are shown as horizontal lines of three bits in length. They can start at positions 2, 4, and 6. The tribit that starts at position 9 ends at positions 1 and 2 of the next codeword.
In order to freely concatenate the codewords, a discontinuity is introduced in allowed tribits at the boundaries. Allowed tribits in the 8/9 TMTR code limit the number of available codewords that satisfy the coding constraints to 267. Since the beginning of the tribit is allowed at positions 2, 4, 6, and 9, with the tribit starting at position 9 wrapping up in the next word, this implementation results in a time-varying trellis. Two states, 0101 and 1010, are eliminated from the E PR4 trellis, but the trellis changes every nine cycles to conform to the code constraints. This requires that the detector be aligned to accommodate these changes with a period of nine. This implementation of a TMTR block code results in maximum zero runlengths of 11. The major disadvantage of this code is that its restriction on allowed tribits requires an implementation of the Viterbi de-tector that is variable in time and therefore significantly increases the detector's complexity and reduces its speed.
Higher rate codes can be achieved [15] by relaxing the MTR constraints. The paper [15] reports a construction of a rate 9/10 code, but this code also requires a time-varying detector.
[16] describes a Turbo-E PR4 channel which uses a 16/17 rate quasi-MTR (QMTR) code. The code eliminates all the quadbits but leaves all the tribits, which results in a higher code rate. The set of dominant errors is limited and these errors are removed by a postprocessor, which follows the detector.
III. NEW RATE 8/9 TRELLIS CODE
The new code eliminates all small distance error events similarly to the 8/9 TMTR code. By not allowing quadbits in the codewords and by limiting the occurrence of tribits to certain bit positions inside the codeword.
Expanding the constraints to 18 bit codewords [9] , as shown in Fig. 2 , results in a stationary trellis. But 16 to 18 bit mapping would require large encoding/decoding logic, and the resulting code would have long byte error properties. Error propagation could be limited by separate encoding of the bytes. If the bytes are encoded separately, the tribits starting at position 10 (beginning of the even codeword) and at position 16 (end of even codeword) would not be allowed. Therefore, they are marked by dashed lines in Fig. 2 . Under these constraints, the number of available codewords is 317 in the first 9-bit group and only 217 in the second 9-bit group. This allows for the mapping of 16 user bits to 18 channel bits, but it does not allow for a separate mapping of two user bytes to two sequences of nine channel bits.
A. Sliding-Block Code Construction
To achieve a trellis stationary in time, short error propagation, and simple encoding/decoding logic, the input data bits are separated into two 8-bit groups (bytes). Initially, the odd and even codewords are encoded separately, using the sliding block technique.
The sequences of four consecutive ones are not allowed, and the sequences of three consecutive ones are allowed at even bit positions in odd codewords and in odd bit positions in even codewords, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The new code increases the number of available codewords by introducing a correlation between odd and even bytes. The code-construction procedure consists of initial encoding in rules 1-3, and remapping of the invalid tribits in rule 4. an even codeword ends with 11 and the succeeding odd codeword starts with 1, the first bit of the odd codeword is changed from 1 to 0 and the bit at position 7 in the even codeword is changed from 0 to 1. After the initial encoding, using rules 1-3, some tribits may appear at invalid positions, and they then have to be remapped to valid positions. Before rule 4 is applied, bits 3 and 7 in the even codewords will not be equal to 1, because codewords starting or ending with a tribit, quadbit, or 1101 (1011) are not allowed by rules 1, 2, and 3. This prevents the remapping in even codewords from creating a quadbit.
Codewords are searched for tribit position violations at the boundaries between odd and even codewords after the initial encoding. If a tribit is detected at an invalid position, it is remapped to a valid position by applying rule 4, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . In the decoding process, if tribits are detected at positions 1 and 7 in even codewords, they are changed to a dibit (a sequence of two consecutive NRZI ones), and the corresponding bits in adjacent odd codewords are changed from 0 to 1.
The code presented in this paper has a rate of 8/9, a maximum zero runlength of ten, and the same distance properties as the rate 8/9 TMTR code. The resulting trellis has a period of two rather than nine. The application of this code keeps a two-step implementation of the detector time-invariant. For example, when this code is applied to the E PR4 trellis, only a 14-state two-step stationary Viterbi detector is required, versus a 16-state time-varying detector for the TMTR code. A time-invariant trellis with some permanently eliminated states would require a lower complexity sequence detector to match the code constraints.
The reduced complexity of the detector should increase its speed and power performance. Moreover, the detector synchronization is eased. With a TMTR code, the Viterbi detector is required to synchronize in one out of nine cycles and therefore must rely on the synchronization pattern in the read cycle. With added latency in the Viterbi detector, the resulting system usually must pass the first few bytes of data in a regular, nontrellis mode. In many cases, the first few data samples tend to have more distortion from timing recovery and automatic gain control (AGC) due to the mode switching from acquisition to tracking, which involves the change of the loop filter time constant. With this new code, which only needs one out of two cycles to synchronize, the synchronization can be done with the preamble pattern, and the detector could be aligned to receive the first data samples or even the synchronization byte in trellis mode. This is an important advantage over the TMTR code, since no particular data sequence must be used to align the detector.
The application of this code is not limited to ML sequence detectors. It can also be used in other signal processing architectures [e.g., in a fixed-delay-tree search (FDTS)] to allow for stationary implementation of an interleaved two-step scheme in order to achieve a high data rate).
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
A. Error Propagation Properties
Since the odd and even bytes are, in general, encoded independently, the code will only allow for a two-byte error propa- gation. The exception occurs when error events of length five or larger hit the even codeword, causing adjacent bytes to be corrupted due to the replacement rules. Table II shows the error event statistics for a Lorentzian channel with white noise at user density of 3.0 using the proposed trellis code. One billion channel bits are run at the channel BER of around 10 . Error event bit lengths are listed in the NRZ domain. With the normal (1 D) precoder for trellis codes, NRZI dominant error events of [1] , [1 1] and [1 0 0 1], will generate NRZ error events of length two, three, and five, respectively. As shown in Table II , the two most dominant error events are two and three bits long, and the probability of a 5-bit error event is around 6.1%. No 3-byte error propagation is observed. To evaluate the impact of error propagation on the proposed trellis code, a simple analysis is carried out. For error events with length larger than 11, these patterns can cause 3-byte errors in any code. The additional 3-byte burst error caused by the replacement comes from error events of length five to ten. For an error event of length five, a 3-byte error will only occur for codewords 1100x0011 being hit at bits three through seven, as the only valid 11xxxxx11 codeword patterns are 1100x0011. The probability of occurrence of a 3-byte burst error caused by a 5-bit error event is -byte error probability of a 5-bit error event) (probability of even codewords) (number of 1100x0011 patterns out of 256 valid codewords) (bit position 3 out of 9 bit positions) Similar considerations are carried out for length six, seven, and eight error events, and Table III shows both the number of possible positions within the even codeword and the average number of codewords (out of 256) that will generate 3-byte errors when being hit by error events of various lengths. The overall additional 3-byte burst error percentage is 0.023%. Thus, the code practically limits error propagation to two bytes.
B. Encoder/Decoder Design
A subset of desired codewords is selected from the set of all possible codewords by eliminating the quasi-catastrophic sequences (codewords 001 100 110 and 011 001 100) and the sequences that could distract the variable-gain amplifier loop (codeword 011 011 011) in the even set. The maximum zero runlength in even codewords is limited to seven through elimination of the additional three codewords (000000000, 000000001, and 100 000 000).
The zero runlength in the odd set is limited to three, which results in the total maximum zero runlength for the code of ten.
The user data is mapped into codewords by partitioning [18] . The encoder block diagram is shown in Fig. 4 [17] .
This encoding scheme detects tribits at dis-allowed positions by using a simple three-input AND gate. Upon detection, it relocates them by OR-ing bits three (or seven) in the even codeword and by inverting the last (or the first) bit in the odd codeword. The codewords are decoded in the opposite way, as shown in Fig. 5 .
V. E PR4 AND 32-STATE TRELLISES
A. E PR4 Trellis
The resulting two-step E PR4 trellis for this code is shown in Fig. 6 . The two-step trellis does not change in time and two states, 0101 and 1010, are permanently eliminated in every other step. The detector matched to this code is equivalent to the detector required for the rate 16:18 block code [9] .
The two-step (one step lookahead) detector [19] matched to the code requires only 14 add-compare-select units for its implementation. Out of the 14 units, eight are four-way and six are three-way as shown in Fig. 6 . This results in over 30% savings in complexity over the full detector implementation. Reduced number of timing-critical four-way units and shorter interconnect length can be used for improvements in the speed performance of the detector.
B. Modified Target Trellis
At higher user densities, channel bit-error rate (BER) can be improved by employing a 32-state Viterbi detector that corresponds to targets better matched to the channel response. The partial response of is selected to demonstrate the application of the code to a 32-state target. The selected response matches the Lorentzian channel at the user density of 3.0. The resulting target has 11 discrete signal levels [ 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 1, 2, 3 ] with squared distance of 20, and a single bit error event with squared distance of 22. Thus, the coding gain of using the trellis code with the 32-state response is 3.4 dB.
Since the new code does not allow for four consecutive ones, two states, 01010 and 10101, are removed in every step. Additionally, since three consecutive transitions can start only at even or at odd bit positions but not at both, either one of the pairs of states 00 101 and 11 010 or 01 011 and 10 100 will not exist. The two possible trellis configurations of the resulting 28-state trellis are shown in Fig. 7 . Applying the one-step lookahead to this trellis results in a 28-state two-step trellis from Fig. 8 . It is not time varying, and it requires 16 four-way ACS units and 12 three-way ACS units.
VI. COMPARISON RESULTS
To verify the performance, several systems are compared at user densities of 3.0 for a Lorentzian channel. Additive white Gaussian noise is used in the simulation, and SNR is defined as the zero-to-peak amplitude of the input signal over the noise power within two times the Nyquist bandwidth. Different code rate systems have a slightly different Nyquist bandwidth. For example, a lower code rate system implies a higher noise bandwidth-the code rate difference is therefore automatically adjusted in the SNR in order to have a fair comparison between different code rate systems. BER curves are generated with 100 errors for each data point in the graph (i.e., 10 bits are exercised for the BER at 10 ). The simulated systems are: 1) E PR4 with rate16/17 RLL code; 2) E PR4 with new 8/9 code; 3) 32-state target with 16/17 RLL code; and 4) 32-state target with 8/9 code.
Comparison results are shown in Fig. 9 . The new rate 8/9 code has a 1.75 dB advantage over the RLL-coded E PR4 system with code-rate loss accounted for. It also improves the performance of the 32-state target by 1 dB when compared to the RLL coded system.
VII. CONCLUSION
Proposed is a new trellis code that eliminates the most common errors in higher order partial response recording channels while keeping the two-step detector implementation stationary in time. The new code has a rate 8/9. It has a maximum zero runlength of ten, with only two-byte practical error propagation. The new trellis code was applied to two advanced recording channels. It eliminates two states in every other step of the E PR4 trellis, requiring a 14-state two-step sequence detector. When applied to an eleven-level, 32-state target, it eliminates four states in the two-step trellis. Coding gains were demonstrated in both cases with the Lorentzian channel under additive white Gaussian noise. Application of this code is not limited to ML detectors. It also applies to DFE/FDTS systems.
